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Abstract-The learning of an avoidance response was confined to one hemisphere in rats by 
starting cortical spreading depression in the other. Removing the medial (but not anterior or 
posterior) cortex of the trained hemisphere impairs retention of the learning. If the medial 
tissue is intraperitoneally injected back into the donor animal, there is savings in relearning 
with the untrained hemisphere. This savings seems to be specific to the previously learned task 
and the effect occurs only when the tissue from the trained hemisphere is removed after con- 
solidation of the learning has progressed for several hours. Ribonucleic acid molecules located 
in the nucleus of some group of cortical cells seem to mediate the savings effect. These results 
suggest that the effect of injecting the tissue from the trained cortex is to allow ribonucleic acid 
molecules which have coded the information about the learned response to migrate to the 
untrained hemisphere and function there as stored learning. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE changes in the central nervous system which constitute learning have generally been 
thought to consist of changes limited to the synapse, which alter the functional relations 
between nerve cells and neural circuits [8, 13, 181. There are, however, several lines of 
evidence which suggest that this conceptualization is at least an oversimplification. First, 
MORRJZLL [14] has shown that learning may involve transcortical pathways connecting 
different parts of the cortex and has concluded that it is unlikely that the changed functional 
relations between parts of such a complex network could be accounted for by a 
simple chain of synaptic modifications. More recently, ALBERT [2, 31 has shown that 
the processes which occur during the consolidation, or fixation, of learning in the rat do 
not suggest that new morphological synaptic changes are being strengthened, but rather 
that more stable temporary changes, such as new macromolecular templates, are involved 
in forming the permanent retention mechanisms. Finally, experiments with planaria seem 
to show that learning in this more primitive species is coded in macromolecules [21]. 

The present experiments consider the possibility that macromolecular changes are 
central to the information storage system in the rat brain. The experiments parallel those 
done with planaria where evidence was found that learning could be transferred chemically 
by injecting ribonucleic acid from a trained planarian into an untrained planarian [21]. 
The design of the present experiments is also to transfer stored information chemically, 
but the transfer is not between animals, but instead, between one hemisphere and the 
other in the same animal. Such an intraanimal transfer of learning seemed particularly 
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advantageous because it involves fewer biological assumptions. (Since these experiments 
were done, however, two reports [4, 71 have appeared describing what appears to be inter- 
animal chemical transfer of learning in rats, and these studies will be considered in the 
discussion.) 

Restriction of the learning to one hemisphere is obtained by using cortical spreading 
depression to make the other hemisphere nonfunctional during training. A simple avoidance 
task is used which is known from previous experiments to be easily learned when only one 
hemisphere is functional [2]. 

The first step in these experiments is to locate the region in the trained hemisphere 
where the memory of the avoidance response is stored. It is found that a lesion in the 
medial (but not anterior or posterior) region of the cortex impairs retention, which suggests 
that the learning may be stored there. To further test the possibility that the learning is 
stored there and that a chemical storage mechanism is involved, a second experiment is 
done in which the tissue from the medial cortex is removed and intraperitoneally injected 
back into the donor animal. When these animals are tested on the avoidance task using 
the untrained hemisphere, they show savings in relearning while uninjected control animals 
do not. To demonstrate more clearly that the savings effect is due to the injection of 
molecules from the trained tissue which have coded the avoidance learning, several additional 
experiments are presented which show that the savings in relearning is specific to the 
previously learned task and that the molecules mediating the effect have the characteristics 
which existing evidence and intuitive reasoning require for a macromolecular information 
coding system. 

2. METHOD 

The experiments all follow a single schedule with minor variations. The subjects 
were naive, male hooded rats weighing 225--275 g from the Quebec Breeding Farm and 
Maxfield Animal Supply. Cannulas for starting spreading depression were first implanted 
in the antero-lateral parietal bone over each hemisphere. On the following day (day I), 
the animals were trained on an avoidance task while one hemisphere had cortical spreading 
depression. It is known that spreading depression disturbs the functioning of the affected 
hemisphere and that with this task, the learning that occurs while one hemisphere is 
depressed is recorded mainly in the normal hemisphere [2]. 

On day 2, the animals were again subjected to surgery and this time the tissue from 
the medial region of the trained cortex (which seems to be the area storing the learning) 
was removed. The procedure differs at this point depending on the purpose of the experi- 
ment. If the tissue was to be injected back into the animal, it was kept ice cold as it was 
removed. When surgery was complete, any desired manipulations of the tissue were made 
and it was then injected intraperitoneally back into the donor animal. 

On day 3, the trained hemisphere was depressed and the animal was tested for savings 
in relearning with the untrained hemisphere. If the injected tissue has no effect, the animal 
should require as many trials to relearn as in the original learning, but if there is some 
positive transfer of learning, the animal should relearn in fewer trials. Groups of 6-8 
animals were usually sufficient to establish reliable estimates of the effect of the injected 
tissue. 

Most of this procedure has been described in detail previously [2] and will be presented 
only generally here. Unilateral spreading depression was started and maintained for 
training and testing by 12 per cent potassium chloride (KCl) placed in the polyethylene 
cannula over one cortex (for details of the cannulas, see ALBERT [2]). The presence of 
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spreading depression was confirmed by noting a hypesthesia of the body contralateral to 
the depressed hemisphere. The KC1 was left in the cannula for as long as spreading 
depression was wanted on the cortex and then removed by flushing the cannula with sterile 
0.9 per cent NaCI. 

The avoidance apparatus was a box (10 x 36 x 18 in. deep) with white and black halves 
separated by a sliding partition. The animal was first placed in the black side for 1 min, 
and then placed at the end of the white side, facing the white end. If the animal returned 
to the black side within 5 set, the trial was counted as an avoidance; if not, the animal 
was shocked intermittently until it moved to the black side. There was a 1 min. intertrial 
interval during which the animal remained in the black compartment. This procedure 
was the same for both the first learning and the test for savings in relearning, except that 
in the savings test, the animals were purposely shocked as little as possible to avoid making 
them freeze. 

Approximately 15 per cent of the animals were discarded in the course of training and 
retraining. The major reasons for discarding animals were: too rapid (less than 10 trials) 
or too slow (more than 30 trials) first learning; development of localized motor seizures 
which interfered with performance. 

2.1. Removal and hmldling of tissue from the trained cortex 

Tissue from the trained cortex was removed using a suction technique. A 10 ml syringe 
provided the suction and an attached 15 gauge curved hypodermic needle (whose diameter 
[I .75 mm] is about the thickness of the cortex) was worked gently into the brain tissue and, 
in places, under the skull to remove the cortical tissue. When the lesion was finished, 
gelfoam was slipped into the empty space. 

Figure 1 shows the location and similarity in size of the anterior, medial, and posterior 
lesions. The lesions frequently removed the underlying white matter (corpus callosum) 
but seldom invaded other subcortical structures. The medial lesions gave the most important 
effects and these began 3-4 mm from the posterior cortical tip and 1-2 mm from the midline 
and extended about 4 mm anterior and laterally to within l-2 mm of the rhinal fissure. 

Fm. 1. A Ashley diagram of the rat brain showing the approximate location and size of the 
unilateral anterior (A), medial (M), and posterior (P) cortical lesions. 

If the cortical tissue was to be injected without any experimental changes, it was placed 
in about 5 ml of ice cold 0.9 ‘A NaCl as it was removed. Following surgery, it was broken 
into small pieces (though this was not necessary) by briefly manipulating it by hand in a 
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teflon and glass homogenizer. The tissue was then intraperitoneally injected using a 10 ml 
syringe and an 18 gauge hypodermic needle, care being taken to avoid getting the fluid into 
the intestines. 

In some experiments, the tissue was separated into subcellular components in order 
to determine the intracellular location of the molecules causing the savings in relearning. 
In this case, the tissue was placed in ice cold 0.25 molar (M) sucrose as it was removed and 
then homogenized using an electric motor drive. To separate the cell nuclei [9, 171 the 
homogenate was layered over 5 ml of 0.32 M sucrose in a 15 ml centrifuge tube and centri- 
fuged for 10 min at about 800 g in an International Centrifuge bucket rotor (No. 241). 
To inject the isolated nuclei, the nuclear pellet on the bottom of the centrifuge tube was 
resuspended in 5 ml of ice cold 0.25 M sucrose. 

To separate the soluble and solid portions of the nuclear fraction, the isolated nuclei 
were resuspended in distilled water (8 ml, O’C) to break them open. The solid material 
was then sedimented by centrifuging at 100,000 g for 60 min in a Spinco Ultracentrifuge 
(No. 40 head). 

A preliminary identification of the kind of molecules mediating the savings in relearning 
was established using enzymes which selectively break down certain kinds of molecules. 
Protein was broken down using trypsin. The trypsin used was sterile, lyophilized, 3 times 
recrystallized (Worthington Biochemicals). Ribonuclease was used to destroy ribonucleic 
acid and this was 5 times recrystallized (National Biochemical Company). 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. The locus of information storage 

The first step in this research is to locate the region in the trained hemisphere where 
the information about the avoidance response is stored. Previous experiments using the 
same task seemed to show that if the information is made to transfer from the trained to 
the untrained hemisphere (by giving the animal one avoidance trial with the trained and 
untrained hemispheres functional), the information is received in the medial region of the 
untrained cortex [2, 31. It seemed reasonable, therefore, that in the trained hemisphere at 
least part of the learning is localized in the homotopic medial cortex. 

To test this hypothesis, the animals were given a retention test after the medial cortex 
of the trained hemisphere was removed. The lesions were made on the day after avoidance 
training, and on the following day, the animals (N= 10) were tested for savings in relearning 
the avoidance task while the untrained hemisphere was nonfunctional with cortical spreading 
depression. Two control groups of 6 animals each were treated in the same way except 
that the lesions were in the anterior or posterior region of the trained cortex (see Fig. 1 for 
the locus of the lesions). 

The animals with lesions in the medial cortex took almost as many trials to relearn 
(13.5 trials) as in the first learning. In contrast, the animals with anterior or posterior 
lesions showed significant (PcO.05 ; all statistics are two-tailed rank tests) savings, reaching 
criterion in 4.2 and 5.1 trials, respectively. (There were no differences between groups in 
original learning in this or subsequent experiments.) 

These results support the suggestion that some of the learning involved in the avoidance 
task is stored in the medial cortex of the trained hemisphere, but of course, they are not 
conclusive since the lesions may have interfered with recall rather than removing the stored 
information. 
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Table 1. The effect of a lesion in the anterior, medial, or posterior cortex of the trained hemi- 
sphere on the retention of an avoidance response. Both the first learning and the retention test 

are given while one cortex has spreading depression 

Mean trials to learn 

First Retention 
Locus of lesion N learning test 

Anterior 6 12.3 k4.2 4.2 +2.8* 

Medial 10 14.4k6.4 13.5k5.9 

Posterior 6 13.Ok2.7 5.142.3’ 

* Signikantly different from first learning (P < 0.05). 

3.2. Injecting the tissue from the trained cortex 

To test the possibility that the memory of the avoidance response is chemically coded, 
the tissue from the medial region of the trained cortex was removed and intraperitoneally 
injected back into the same animal. The line of reasoning behind this procedure was that 
when the tissue which is thought to contain the learning is injected, some of the molecules 
which code the learning may enter the blood vessels and be transported to and into the 
brain. The molecules are assumed to be structurally labelled with respect to their region 
of origin in the brain (medial cortex) so that once in the brain they are absorbed and alter 
only the similarly labelled cells in the homotopic region of the untrained cortex. 

There are, of course, many assumptions in this argument, but those that make it most 
“biologically unlikely” concern the possibility of getting the molecules into the brain and 
to the right spot. The main obstacle to getting the molecules into the brain is the blood- 
brain barrier, and there is evidence that some kinds of large molecules (antibodies) can get 
through [19]. In addition, the lesion in the trained hemisphere will disturb the blood-brain 
barrier and should greatly increase the ease of penetration into the brain [l 11. As to getting 
the molecules to the right spot, this seems to require the assumption that the molecules are 
labelled, but there is evidence that this kind of labelling can occur and that such molecules 
could migrate to specific regions of the brain. This is shown most clearly in an experiment 
where antibodies formed to a specific brain tissue (caudate nucleus) and injected intra- 
ventricularly, subsequently attacked and disturbed only this specific structure [12]. 

Two groups of 15 animals each were trained on the avoidance task with one hemis- 
phere depressed and on the following day, the medial cortex of the trained hemisphere was 
removed. In the experimental group, this tissue was intraperitoneally injected back into 
the donor animal as soon as the surgery was complete; in the control group, there was 
no injection. Both groups of animals were tested the following day for savings in relearning 
with the trained hemisphere depressed. 

The results are clear (Table 2). The animals injected with the tissue from the medial 
cortex relearning significantly faster (5.0 trials, PcO.01) than in the first learning. They 
also learned faster than the no-injection control group (18.8 trials, P-cO.01) which was 
slightly slower than in the first learning. To control for the possibility that the faster 
learning in the experimental group was due to the injection of the cortical tissue but not 
specifically to the medial tissue where the learning is thought to be stored, another control 
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group was injected with tissue from the posterior region of the trained cortex (Fig. 1). 
In this group, relearning required 12.1 trials, not significantly better than the first learning 
or the control group with no injection. 

Table 2. The effect of injecting tissue from the medial region of the trained cortex on 
relearning with the untrained hemisphere 

Mean trials to learn 

Group 
First Relearning with 

N learning untrained hemisphere 

Medial lesion, 
tissue injected 

15 18.4k5.0 5.0 + 1.9* 

Medial lesion, 
no injection 

15 35.4k7.1 16.7k5.8 

Posterior lesion, 8 15.91-7.9 12.1k4.4 
tissue injected 

Medial lesiont, 
tissue injected 

8 15.4k4.8 7.4 + 2.9: 

Medial lesiont, 
no injection 

8 17.455.3 13.1 jI6.3 

* Significantly different from first learning (PC 0.01). 
t Groups run blind. 
$ Significantly different from first learning (PC 0.05). 

To control for experimenter bias as a source of error, the medial injection group and 
the no-injection control group were repeated blind. The results were the same (Table 2): 
the animals (N= 8) injected with the tissue from the medial cortex of the trained hemisphere 
showed significant savings in relearning (7.4 trials) while the no-injection group (N=8) 
did not (13.1 trials, PcO.05). 

The results support the hypothesis that at least part of the memory of the avoidance 
response is chemically stored in the medial cortex and that when the coded molecules are 
removed and injected back into the same animal, they can alter the untrained hemisphere 
so as to make relearning faster. 

3.3. The specl&ity of the injection efSect 

In order to show more conclusively that the effect of the injected tissue is to actually 
transfer chemically stored information rather than to simply facilitate learning or 
performance in general, a slightly different task was given on the relearning day. In this 
new task, an animal which had previously learned to avoid the white side was put down 
just over the middle of the box onto the white side (see Fig. 2). The animal now had a 
choice; it could avoid the shock by running to the black side as previously learned or by 
running into the far half of the white side. If the effect of the injected tissue from the 
trained cortex is not specilic, about the same number of injected and uninjected animals 
should learn each response; but if, instead, the injected material actually carries information 
about the previous learning to the untrained hemisphere, the injected animals should show 
a greater tendency to relearn the previously acquired task. 
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FIG. 2. The floor plan of the modified avoidance apparatus used in testing the specificity of the 
savings effect. The animal is put down in zone A and can avoid shock by moving to the white 

(B) or black (C) end. 

One hemisphere was depressed and the animals trained to avoid the white side; on 
the following day, the tissue from the medial cortex of the trained hemisphere was removed 
and injected back into the animals of the experimental group but not those of the control 
group. The next day, the trained hemisphere was depressed and the animals were trained 
on the modified avoidance task in which they could avoid shock by moving to the black 
side or to the end of the white side (Fig. 2). The procedure was the same as in the first 
training with several exceptions: the animals were put down in the white side, half facing 
the black and half facing the white side; when the animal chose the white side, the partition 
separating the black and white sides was not replaced during the intertrial interval, and in 
order for the movement to be considered a response, the animal had to remain in that 
end for at least 15 set; the animal was required to reach a criterion of 7 out of 8 consecutive 
trials to one side without shock instead of 9 out of 10. 

The results (Table 3): the animals that were injected with the lesioned tissue all (8) 
moved to the side of the box (black) that had been safe during the first learning. In the 
uninjected group, only 3 out of the 8 animals chose this side; the others went to the end 
of the white side. 

Table 3. The effect of injecting the cortical tissue from the trained hemisphere on the animal’s 
choice of approaching the previously avoided or approached sides. The trained hemisphere is 

depressed during the choice. test 

Group 

Number of animals avoiding 
each side in relearning 

Black White 

First trained to avoid white side 
Injected 
Uninjected 

First trained to avoid black side 
Injected 

Uninjected 

0 8* 
5 3 

1 ," 

2 5 

* Combined groups (PC 0.01). 

To control for any side preferences, the experiment was repeated with the white side 
safe during the first learning. The results were the same. Seven out of eight injected animals 
went to the white side compared to 2 out of 7 uninjected animals. 
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It is clear that the animals injected with the tissue from the trained cortex chose to 
relearn the previously learned task more frequently than the uninjected animals (P< 0.01; 
combined groups). This seems to show that specific chemically coded information about 
the learned avoidance response is transferred to the untrained hemisphere by molecules 
in the injected tissue. 

3.4. The length of the “consolidation” period 

Since the evidence up to this point strongly supported the conclusion that the memory 
of the avoidance response is chemically coded, additional experiments were done to relate 
the molecules causing the savings to existing evidence and intuitive requirements for a 
molecular information storage system. The first of these experiments considers the length 
of time following training required for the formation of the molecules mediating the savings. 
If these molecules are a part of the permanent information storage system in the brain, 
there should be a consolidation, or fixation, period of several. hours after training before 
the synthesis is complete. 

The animals were trained with one hemisphere depressed and then at varying times 
afterward, the medial cortex of the trained hemisphere was removed and injected back 
into the donor animal. Twenty-four hours later, the trained hemisphere was depressed 
and the animals were tested for savings in relearning. 

The results are shown in Fig. 3. When the tissue from the trained cortex was removed 
at 2 or 4 hr after training, the injection did not give rise to savings in relearning (13.5 and 
12.6 trials, respectively). By about 7 hr, however, there was significant savings (6.2 trials, 
P<O.O5) and the amount was not significantly less than that of a 24-hr group (5.2 trials). 
(The 2- and 24-hr groups were run blind. The first learning scores for these groups were 
13.8 and 15.0 trials, respectively; the relearning of the 24-hr group was significantly 

[P<O.O5] faster than that of the 2-hr group.) 

I I I I I /l I 
2 4 6 6 ” 24 hrs. 

Time following training 

FIG. 3. The number of trials required to relearn when the injected tissue from the trained cortex 
is removed at varying times following training. The average scores of 6 animals determine 

each point. The 2- and 24-hr groups were run blind. 
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A period of over 4 hr following training is required for the formation of the molecules 
mediating the savings in relearning. This interval is somewhat longer than the 1-2 hr 
period that has generally been found for the consolidation of learning, but approaches very 
closely the 5-10 hr interval that ALBERT [3], using a new method, has obtained. The finding 
of an appropriate “consolidation period” for the savings effect clearly suggests that the 
molecules mediating the savings are a part of the permanent information storage system 
that is formed following learning. 

3.5. Intracellular origin of the molecules mediating the savings 

One would expect that as with other biological functions, information storage in the 
nervous system would be associated with a particular place or structure. The grossest 
physical localization of the critical molecules that could be made with the present prepara- 
tion would be with respect to the cortical layers and the kind of cell, neuron or glia, but 
these experiments pose numerous difficulties and so were postponed. An equally important 
experiment is the subcellular localization of the active molecules within the cortical tissue 
and this is a comparatively simple problem using the well-known technique of differential 
centrifugation [9, 171. 

Following some preliminary experiments which indicated that the active molecules 
were in the cell nuclei, the following experiment was carried out blind. The animals were 
first trained; the medial region of the trained cortex was then removed, and the tissue 
homogenized in ice cold 0.25 M sucrose. The cell nuclei were separated from the homo- 
genate by centrifugation (see Method) and suspended in 0.25 M sucrose. Half the animals 
(6) were injected with the nuclei and half with the rest of the cellular homogenate. The 
next day the trained hemisphere was depressed and the animals were tested for savings in 
relearning. 

Table 4 shows the results. The animals injected with the isolated nuclei showed savings 
in relearning (8.4 trials) while the animals injected with the rest of the homogenate did 
not (12.3 trials, P~0.05). 

Table 4. The effect of injecting various parts of the tissue from the medial region 
of the trained cortex on the relearning of the untrained hemisphere 

Mean trials to learn 

Fraction of First Relearning with 
tissue homogenate N learning untrained hemisphere 

Cell nuclei* 

Homogenate minus 
cell nuclei* 

Part of Cell Nuclei 
Solid 

Soluble 

6 13.0* 1.7 8.412.47 

6 
12.5k2.2 12.3 +2.4 

6 19.726.6 4.341.8t 

6 12.4kl.O 11.4256 

@ignificantly different from first learning (PC 0.05). 
* Groups run blind. 

A second experiment was done to determine whether the active molecules were in the 
solid or soluble portion of the cell nuclei. The method was to first isolate the nuclei and 
break them open by suspending them in distilled water. The solid material was then 
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separated into a pellet by centrifuging at high speed (see Method). The pellet of solid 
material was suspended in distilled water and injected into half the animals and the soluble 
material (the supernatant) was injected into the others. The animals were tested for savings 
in relearning with the untrained hemisphere the following day. 

Savings in relearning (Table 4) was shown by the group injected with the solid nuclear 
material (4.3 trials) but not the group injected with the soluble portion (11.4 trials, P < 0.05). 

The results seem clear: the critical molecules for the savings effect are located in the 
solid material of the nucleus, presumably the nucleolus. Although this conclusion may 
appear somewhat uncertain in view of expected cytoplasmic contamination of the isolated 
nuclei [9], the nuclear material, as isolated, appears to contain the full savings effect and the 
only subcellular particle which would be almost entirely present there are the nuclei. 

3.6. Churacteristics of the molecules mediating the savings 

The chemical characteristics of the molecules which seem to be storing and transferring 
the learned response are examined in this final group of experiments. These begin by 
testing the possibility that the chemical is a macromolecule since this would seem to be 
necessary to both code the learning and allow selective migration to a specific region of 
the brain. 

In the first experiment, the cortical tissue was heated in a water bath at 100°C for 
10 min, which is enough heat to destroy the structure and biological activity of most large 
molecules. The homogenate was then cooled and injected back into the donor animal. 

These animals (N= 6) did not show savings in relearning with the untrained hemisphere 
(16.8 trials; Table 5), which supports the hypothesis that a macromolecule is mediating 
the savings effect. 

Table 5. The effect of changing the injected cortical tissue in various ways 
on the savings in relearning with the untrained hemisphere 

Mean trials to learn 

Treatment 
First Relearning with 

N learning untrained hemisphere 

Heat (100°C) 6 16.7k7.0 16.8 +4.0 

Cross animals 5 16.8k7.1 16.4k7.2 

Incubation in: 
Ribonuclease 6 17.2k7.2 IS.2 + 5.9 

Trypsin 4 15.8 +4.4 3.8il.l* 

0.9 % NaCl 3 21.3t5.4 4.0f0.8* 

* Combined groups, significantly different from first learning (P < 0.05). 

A second experiment considers the effect of injecting the tissue across animals. It 
seemed possible that the macromolecular coding of the learning might be chemically 
specific to each animal, or that the macromolecules mediating the effect might be destroyed 
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as a foreign substance when injected across animals. The procedure was simply to inject 
the tissue from the trained cortex of one animal into another animal which had also been 
trained and lesioned. 

When these animals (N=5) were tested the following day with the trained hemisphere 
depressed, there was no savings in relearning (16.4 trials, Table 5). 

This result also suggests that a large organic molecule is mediating the chemical transfer 
of learning. 

To establish a preliminary identification of the specific kind of molecule mediating the 
savings, a final experiment was done using enzymes to selectively destroy either protein 
or ribonucleic acid. The tissue from the trained cortex was homogenized and the solid 
part of the cell nuclei isolated by centrifugation. This material was suspended in 6 ml of 
a 0.9% NaCl solution to which was added 1 mg/ml of trypsin (to break down protein) 
or 1 mg/ml ribonuclease (to break down ribonucleic acid). The suspensions were incubated 
for 60 min at 37°C in a water bath, cooled, and injected back into the donor animal. The 
animals were tested for savings in relearning the following day. 

The results suggest that the critical molecule is a ribonucleic acid (Table 5) since the 
savings was blocked when the tissue was incubated in the ribonucleic acid destroying enzyme 
(15.2 trials, N=6). Destroying protein did not impair the savings in relearning (3.8 trials, 
N=4) and these animals were about the same as a control group whose tissue was incubated 
in 0.9 ‘A NaCl alone (4.0 trials, N= 3). 

4. DISCUSSION 

Injection of the tissue from the medial cortex of the trained hemisphere causes savings 
in relearning with the untrained hemisphere and there is a clear relation between the 
savings effect and the previous learning. The savings seems to be due to a specific tendency 
to perform the previously acquired response (Table 3), and the effect occurs only when the 
tissue is removed from the trained cortex after consolidation of the learning has progressed 
for several hours (Fig. 3). Further, the ribonucleic acid molecules which seem to be 
mediating the effect are located only at a specific site in the cell, the nucleus (Table 4). 
These results suggest that the effect of injecting the trained cortical tissue is to allow 
ribonucleic acid molecules which have coded the learned response to migrate to the 
untrained hemisphere and function there as stored learning. 

On the basis of present knowledge about learning and information storage, the most 
important criticism of the present experiments seems to be that the effect of the injection 
may be to stimulate the natural interhemispheric transfer of the avoidance response in 
some way. The evidence, however, does not support this interpretation. For example, when 
the tissue from the medial cortex is removed, the animal can not recall the learning with 
the trained hemisphere (Table 1) so that it seems unlikely that there could be a spontaneous 
interhemispheric transfer of the learning. Also, there is no effect of the injection when the 
tissue is removed within 4 hr after learning (Fig. 3). It is true that lesioning within about 
1 or 2 hr of training would cause cortical disturbances such as spreading depression which 
might interfere with consolidation taking place in other parts of the brain; however, these 
kinds of disturbances are known to be ineffective in interfering with the consolidation 
processes that occur during the next 2 hr [3], and yet the removal and injection of the medial 
cortical tissue during this time still does not cause savings in relearning. 

In addition, the conclusion that information is being transferred chemically is supported 
by the simultaneous discovery of evidence for interanimal chemical transfer of learning by 
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FJERDINGSTAD, NISSEN and R~IGAARD-PETERSEN [7] and BABICH, JACOBSON, BUBASH and 
JACOBSON [4]. The failure to obtain interanimal transfer in the present experiments would 
seem to be due either to the possibility that the interanimal effects are smaller and, therefore, 
went unobserved, or that they occur only when the ribonucleic acid is isolated before being 
injected. 

The evidence that chemically coded changes are involved in information storage in the 
mammalian nervous system is clearly important for the understanding of learning but it 
far from specifies the nature of the actual changes that occur. It does not rule out the 
possibility of synaptic changes which occur along with the nucleic acid change, particularly 
since there is considerable evidence that chemicals can determine synaptic connections 
[20]. However, in agreement with MORRELL [14], the present results suggest that it is unlikely 
that information is stored in multisynaptic pathways connecting separate areas of the brain. 
If this were the case, it would be necessary to conclude that in the present experiments, the 
injected material reaches specific cells and alters their connections. A more likely possibility 
would seem to be that certain areas of the brain are equipotential and that the injected 
molecules need only migrate to a certain region of the brain. This implies that the altered 
functional relations between parts of the brain following learning do not result from direct 
neural connections, but rather, that they may be effected through changes in the reception 
or emission of temporally patterned neural activity. (See MORRELL [14], BRAZIER [S], 
HYDBN [lo], and ADEY DUNLOP, and HENDRIX [l] for examples and evidence about the 
various forms such temporal activity might assume.) 

The biochemical characteristics of the storage mechanism are slightly clearer than 
the functional changes they cause. Since the ribonucleic acid molecules which seem to 
code the learning are in the nucleus, far from where they would directly affect electro- 
chemical membrane changes, these molecules probably could not alter the behavior of 
neural cells directly. Rather, consistent with the other known functions of ribonucleic acid 
molecules as templates, it seems likely that here again their function would be to dictate 
the construction of molecules, such as protein, which actually effect the functional changes 
in the cell. 

There is evidence that the injected ribonucleic acid in the present experiments could 
work this way. For example, it has been shown in biochemical experiments [6, 15, 161 
that ribonucleic acid can penetrate some kinds of cells and dictate the formation of 
particular proteins. Further, the evidence also indicates that the changes which this entering 
ribonucleic acid induces may be permanent since it seems to cause the cell nucleus to 
establish a biochemical process for permanently producing the new proteins [16]. 

Finally, these speculations and results on the nature of information storage are highly 
significant for experiments on the process of consolidation, or fixation, of learning. 
ALBERT [3] has suggested that during the one or two minutes following a learning trial, 
the molecules are formed (or released) that constitute the templates (or stimulants) for the 
rest of the consolidation process and that this is followed first by a physical chemical 
process and then by a process of biochemical synthesis. It now seems an interesting 
possibility that the physical chemical process may consist of a migration of the template 
molecules from their original position (perhaps at the neural axon hillock or dendritic 
membrane) to the cell nucleus and that the synthetic processes would consist of the formation 
of the appropriate nuclear ribonucleic acid and afterwards protein. 
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Rksumk-Chez des rats I’apprentissage dune reponse d’evitement etait limit6 A un hemisphere 
grace a l’etablissement d’une depression corticale envahissante sur l’autre hemisphere. 
L’ablation de la partie moyenne du cortex (mais ni celle de la partie anterieure, ni celle de la 
partie posttrieure) de l’hemisphere entrain6 perturbe la retention de apprentissage. Si le tissu 
enleve est inject6 dans le peritoine de l’animal donneur, se produit alors une preservation du 
repprentissage par l’hemisphere non entrain6 Cette preservation semble specifique de la 
tlche anterieurement apprise et l’effet ne survient seulement que lorsque l’ablation du tissu de 
l’hemisphbre entrain6 a lieu apres consolidation de l’apprentissage pendant plusieurs heures. 
Les molecules d’acide ribonucleique localises dans le noyau de quelques groupe de cellules 
corticales semblent transmettre cet effet de preservation. Ces resultats suggerent qu’en injectant 
le tissu pris sur le cortex entrain5 on permet aux molecules d’acide ribonucleique qui ont code 
l’information concernant la reponse apprise d’emigrer sur l’hemisphere non entrain6 et d’y 
fonctionner comme apprentissage stock& 
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Zmammenfaasnng-Die feste Verankerung einer Vermeidensreaktion wurde im Rahmen van 
Rattenversuchen auf eine Hemisphare beschrankt, indem die andere Hirlfte mit Hilfe einer 
diffusen Amplitudensenkung des Cortex dafdr blockiert wurde. Die Fixienmg von Lemstoff 
hijrte sofort auf, wenn man den medialen Cortexteil der geiibten Hemisph&re operativ beseitigte. 
@&es Ergebnis bheb bei Entfemung vorderer oder hinterer Bereiche aus.) Wenn man 
hinterher das entfemte Himgewebe wieder bei dem gleichen Versuchstier intraperitoneal 
injizierte, so wurde dieses wieder Whig, mit seiner untraimerten HimhemisphHre Lemstoff 
aufzunehmen. Dieses Wiedergewinnen der Lemf&higkeit schien fti die vorher geiibten 
Aufgaben speziell erleichtert zu sein. Diesen positiven Effekt erzielte man aber nur dann, 
wenn man das Gewebe des geiibten Cortexbereiches erst zu einem Zeitptmkt entnahm, 
nachdem der fixierende Lemprozess bereits einige Stunden in Gang war. Demnach scheinen 
Ribonuclein&uremolekiile bestimmter Keme corticaler Ellen ftiig zu sein, einen Speicher- 
ungseffekt zu vermitteln. Diese Resultate scheinen dafdr zu sprechen. dass die Wirkung der 
Gewebsiniektion trainierter Cortexanteile darauf beruht. dass mit Hilfe der Ribonuclein- 
s&uemolekiile, welche vorher die erlemte Antwort codiiert speicherten, eine Information an 
die untrainierte Hemisphare durch Einwanderung der Molekiile weitergegeben und damit die 
Lemfshigkeit erleichtert wird. 


